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Disclaimer

The	contents	of	this	publication	in	print	and	digital	forms

(“Publication”),	including	text,	graphics,	images,	and	other

materials	(“Content”)	are	provided	for	information	purposes

only.	This	Publication	does	not	provide	medical	advice.	The

Content	is	not	intended	to	be	a	substitute	for	professional

medical	advice,	diagnosis,	or	treatment.	Always	seek	the

advice	of	a	physician	or	other	qualified	health	provider	with

any	questions	you	may	have	regarding	a	medical	condition.

Never	disregard	professional	medical	advice,	delay	in	seeking

advice	or	treatment,	or	alter	your	treatment	without

consulting	your	physician	because	of	something	you	have	read

in	My	Chronic	Brain.	Medical	science	is	constantly	changing,

and	we	are	not	doctors:	no	guarantee	is	given	regarding	the

accuracy	of	any	statements	or	opinions	made	in	this

Publication.

In	the	event	of	a	medical	emergency,	call	a	doctor	or	911

immediately.
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A	Letter	From

the	Editor

Welcome	to	the	premier	edition	of	My

Chronic	Brain!	As	you	read	these	pages,

you'll	notice	this	entire	magazine	has

been	designed	with	you,	the	Chronic

Migraine	patient,	in	mind.	From	the	larger

fonts	to	the	expressive	photography	and

art	to	the	easy-to-read	content,	every

single	piece	has	been	woven	together	to

help	you	more	easily	access	information

to	live	your	exceptional	life.	This	edition	is

filled	with	hope.	Yes,	we	talk	about	hard

things,	and	yes,	we're	honest	about	the

bumps	in	our	journeys,	but	there	is	hope

too.	Not	just	in	treatments,	but	also	in

growing	in	your	ability	to	handle	the	pain

(and	thrive	despite	it),	and	hope	in

knowing	you're	not	alone	in	this	journey.

Because	you're	not.	We're	here	too.

Cheers,	

Amanda	Ingrassia
Amanda	Ingrassia

Editor	in	Chief
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Tips	&	Treatments

Defining	Chronic	Migraine

Welcome	to	My	Chronic	Brain’s	(MCB)	science	and	health	section.	My	goal	is	to	bring

you	the	latest	news	in	chronic	migraine	treatment	and	related	topics.	It	is	important

that	you	understand	none	of	us	at	MCB	have	medical	training.	I	and	the	rest	of	the

MCB	team	do	our	best	to	bring	you	timely	and	accurate	information,	that	is	meant

to	be	the	springboard	for	conversations	with	your	migraine	specialist	or	other

health	care	providers.	We	are	not	a	substitute	for	professional	advice.	In	this	first

edition,	I	provide	some	general	information	about	chronic	migraine	and	various

treatments.	Future	articles	will	delve	into	specific	treatments	and	the	health	issues

facing	people	with	Chronic	Migraine	Disease.

As	the	Science	&	Health	Editor,	my	role	is	to	share	information

about	Chronic	Migraine:	breakthroughs	in	understanding	its	origins

and	its	treatments.	I’m	not	a	medical	expert.	I	don’t	even	have	a

degree	in	a	health	related	field.	However,	I	do	have	Chronic

Migraine	and	a	research	background.	That’s	made	me	an	eager

consumer	of	Migraine-related	research.	
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In	this	first	edition,	though,	I

thought	I	would	break	down	some

common	Migraine	terms	and

treatments	for	those	who	are	new

to	their	migraine	diagnosis	and

looking	for	a	place	to	start.

CHRONIC	VERSUS	EPISODIC

The	terms	“chronic”	and	“episodic”

are	used	frequently	in	the	migraine

community,	but	their	meaning	can

differ	and	that	can	be	confusing.	For

example,	people	describe	migraine

as	a	“chronic”	disease	with

“episodic”	attacks.	Everyone	with

migraine	has	a	chronic	disease	in

the	sense	that	it	is	persistent	and

has	no	cure;	you	always	have

“Migraine	Disease”.	

However,	there	might	be	days

you	don’t	have	a	migraine	attack.

When	you	do,	each	of	these	discrete

attacks	are	considered	an	“episode”.

Many	migraine	advocates	have

begun	to	speak	of	migraine	in	these

terms	to	convey	its	magnitude	and

seriousness	to	others.

You	have	likely	heard	similar

terms	used	in	the	clinical	context,

perhaps,	in	the	diagnoses	your

doctor	gave	you.	Maybe	you	had	

“Episodic	Migraine”	for	some	period

of	time,	but	were	more	recently

diagnosed	with	“Chronic	Migraine”.	

In	this	clinical	context,	the

number	of	individual	migraine

attacks	per	month	determines

whether	one	is	diagnosed	with

episodic	migraine	or	chronic

migraine.	To	be	diagnosed	with

Chronic	Migraine	means	you

experience	headaches	on	15	or

more	days	per	month.	Of	those	15

“headache	days,”	you	have	the	full-

blown	symptoms	of	migraine	on

eight	or	more	days.	Additionally,

these	symptoms	must	last	for	at	

Everyone	with

migraine	has	a

chronic	disease

in	the	sense	that

it	is	persistent

and	has	no	cure;

you	always	have

“Migraine

Disease”.
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	least	three	months.	[1]

MIGRAINE	PREVALENCE	&	THE	CHRONIC	MIGRAINE	RISK	FACTORS

Migraine	Disease	affects	about	12	percent	of	the	U.S.	population,	or

roughly	38	million	people.	About	three	to	four	percent	of	those	people

with	Migraine	Disease	have	Chronic	Migraine.	Each	year,	about	two	to

three	percent	of	people	with	Episodic	Migraine	will	transition	to	Chronic

Migraine.	[2]

Risk	factors	of	transitioning	to	Chronic	Migraine	vary;	some	factors

can	be	changed	with	migraine	treatments	and	others	are	just	part	of	who	

[1]	https://www.ichd-3.org/1-migraine/1-3-chronic-migraine/

[2]	Lipton,	R.B.	(2009).	Tracing	transformation:	chronic	migraine	classification,

progression,	and	epidemiology.	Neurology.	72(5	Supplement	1),	S3-S7.	

Scher	A.I.,	Stewart	W.F.,	Liberman	J.,	Lipton	R.B.	(1998).	Prevalence	of	frequent	headache

in	a	population	sample.	Headache.	38:497-506

https://www.ichd-3.org/1-migraine/1-3-chronic-migraine/
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	we	are.	For	example,	the	risk	of	transitioning	from	Episodic	Migraine	to

Chronic	Migraine	varies	by	age	and	gender,	but	those	aren’t

characteristics	we	or	our	doctors	can	easily	change.	On	the	other	hand,

risk	of	transitioning	from	Episodic	to	Chronic	also	includes	things	we	can

proactively	affect,	and	thereby,	lessen	our	risk:	migraine	attack	frequency,

obesity,	stressful	life	events,	snoring	or	sleep	apnea,	caffeine

consumption,	and	using	our	abortive	medications	too	frequently.	[3]

HOW	TO	PREVENT	THE	TRANSITION	TO	CHRONIC	MIGRAINE

We	can	do	lots	of	things	to	prevent	or	reverse	this	transition	from	Episodic

to	Chronic	Migraine;	many	focus	on	lifestyle	modification:	they	develop

good	sleep	hygiene,	elimination	of	common	food	triggers,	incorporate

stress-reducing	practices	like	meditation	or	distractions,	maintain	regular

[3]	Bigal,	M.E.,	&	Lipton,	R.B.	(2006).	Modifiable	risk	factors	for	migraine	progression.

Headache:	The	Journal	of	Head	and	Face	Pain,	46(9),	1334-1343.
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	exercise,	and	stay	hydrated.	All	of	these	are	topics	the	My	Chronic	Brain

team	will	seek	to	cover	in	this	and	other	issues.

	However,	it	is	important	to	remember	that	Migraine	is	a

neurobiological	disease.	For	some	of	us,	we	can	minimize	every	trigger	and

still	experience	migraine	attacks.	For	that	reason,	an	important	step	to	take

is	talking	with	your	primary	care	doctor	or	headache	specialist	about	your

migraine	treatment	plan.	If	you	aren’t	already	on	a	treatment	and	are

experiencing	increasing	migraine	attacks,	talking	with	your	doctor	about

available	preventive	and	abortive	treatments	can	be	a	step	in	the	right

direction.	

	 For	clarity,	“preventive”	treatments	are	used	in	order	to	stop	migraine

attacks	from	occurring.	Most	preventives	are	taken	daily,	however	there	are

some	preventive	treatments	for	Chronic	Migraine	that	are	administered

every	month	or	every	three	months.	Preventive	treatments	are	generally
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	recommended	for	people	who	experience	four	to	five	migraine	days	per

month	or	about	one	migraine	attack	per	week.	

On	the	other	hand,	“abortive”	or	“acute”	treatments	are	used	as

needed,	at	the	first	sign	of	an	attack,	in	an	effort	to	stop	or	slow	a

migraine	attack	from	getting	worse.	

		 If	you	experience	four	or	more	migraine	days	per	month,	you	will

likely	want	an	effective	abortive	treatment,	too.	However,	for	people	with

migraine	who	experience	fewer	than	about	4-5	migraine	days	per	month

may	need	only	an	abortive	treatment.

PREVENTION

When	it	comes	to	prevention,	currently,	the	only	FDA-approved	treatment

specifically	for	Chronic	Migraine	is	Onabotulinumtoxin	A,	better	known	by

its	brand	name	Botox®.	Botox	is	administered	as	a	series	of	injections	
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	into	the	head,	neck,	and	shoulders

by	a	health	care	professional	every

three	months.	

		 Aside	from	Botox,	people	with

Chronic	(and	Episodic)	Migraine

have	relied	on	medications

borrowed	from	other	diseases	and

disorders.	The	three	major

categories	are	anticonvulsants,

antihypertensives,	and

antidepressants.

Topiramate	(Topamax®),	an

anticonvulsant	drug	initially

developed	for	epilepsy,	is	commonly

used	in	migraine	prevention.	It	is

thought	to	calm	the

“hyperexcitability”	in	the	brain	that

leads	to	migraine	attacks.	[5]

Antihypertensive	drugs,

developed	to	treat	high	blood

pressure,	include	the	beta	blockers,

calcium	channel	blockers,	and

angiotensin	receptor	blockers.

Though	they	can	reduce	blood

pressure	and	block

neurotransmitters	in	the	body,	it

less	clear	how	this	translates	to	a

reduction	in	migraine	symptoms.

Candesartan	is	an	angiotensin	that

is	often	used	to	treat	chronic	

chronic	migraine.	Antidepressants

such	as	tricyclics,	SSRIs,	and	SNRIs,

have	also	been	prescribed;

medications	like	amitriptyline	and

venlafaxine.	These	appear	to	work

on	neurotransmitter	levels	in	the

brain,	in	turn,	affect	pain	levels.	[6]

In	May	2018,	the	FDA

approved	the	first	preventive

treatment	developed	specifically	for

Migraine:	the	CGRP	antibodies.

CGRP	stands	for	“calcitonin	gene-

related	peptide.”	This	is	a	neuro

peptide	–	or	protein	–	that	is

released	within	our	brains	brains

and	causes	inflammation	which,	for

many	people,	can	trigger	a	migraine

attack.			

	 Three	CGRP	antibodies	have

been	approved	by	the	FDA	already.

The	first,	Aimovig®	(erenumab)	was

approved	in	May	2018.	Ajovy®

(fremanezumab)	and	Emagality®

(galcanezumab)	were	approved	in

September	2018.	Eptinezumab	has

yet	to	be	submitted	for	FDA

approval.	

There	are	other	preventive

treatments	that	your	doctor	might		

[5]	americanmigrainefoundation.org/resource-library/Topiramate-Topamax®-migraine-

prevention

[6]	migraine.com/migraine-treatment/antidepressants-for-migraine-headaches

https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/resource-library/topiramate-topamax-migraine-prevention/
https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/resource-library/topiramate-topamax-migraine-prevention/
https://migraine.com/migraine-treatment/antidepressants-for-migraine-headaches/
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"If	you

experience	four

or	more	migraine

days	per	month,

you	will	likely

want	an	effective

abortive

treatment..."

	also	suggest.	Some	are	over-the-

counter	supplements	like

magnesium,	riboflavin	(vitamin	B2),

or	Coenzyme	Q10.	Others,	like

nerve	block	injections,	require	a

doctor	to	administer.	Some	can

require	big	out-of-pocket	expenses,

like	neuromodulation	devices	(e.g.,

sTMS®,	Cefaly®).	[7]

ACUTE	MEDICATION

There	are	three	main	categories	of

acute	medications	used	to	abort

migraine	attacks:	triptans,	anti-

nausea	medications,	and	anti-

inflammatory	medications.	Triptans	

	are	commonly	prescribed

treatments	for	migraine	attacks	and

include	brand	names	such	as:

Imitrex	(sumatriptan),	Maxalt

(rizatriptan),	Frova	(frovatriptan),

and	Relpax	(eletriptan).

Triptans	do	not	work	for

everyone	and	are	not	indicated	for

use	by	people	with	cardiovascular

diseases.	Alternatives	to	triptans

include	ergots,	anti-nausea

medications,	and	anti-inflammatory

medications.	

Ergots	(dihydroergotamine	45)

are	some	of	the	oldest	acute

treatments,	but	can	exacerbate

nausea.	[8]	Whereas,	anti-nausea

medications	such	as	promethazine,

metoclopramide,	thorazine,	and

prochlorperazine	can	play	double-

duty	by	managing	nausea	and

relieving	migraine-associated	head

pain.[9]	

	 Anti-inflammatory

medications,	such	as	nonsteroidal

anti-inflammatory	drugs	(NSAIDs),

include	ibuprofen,	diclofenac,	and	

[7]	americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications

[8]	mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/migraine-headache/diagnosis-treatment/drc-20360207

https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications/
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/migraine-headache/diagnosis-treatment/drc-20360207
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and	naproxen	sodium.	While	NSAIDs	may	not	work	for	everyone	and	can	be

contraindicated	in	people	with	gastrointestinal	issues,	they	do	not	appear	to

put	you	at	as	a	high	of	a	risk	of	developing	medication	overuse	headache	as

triptans.	[10]

These	treatments	need	to	be	taken	at	the	first	sign	of	a	migraine	attack

to	be	most	effective.

FIND	A	SPECIALIST

I	want	to	stress	that	My	Chronic	Brain	isn’t	a	substitute	for	the	wealth	of

medical	advice	you	could	receive	from	a	certified	headache	specialist.

Headache	specialists	can	be	difficult	to	access	given	how	few	there	are;	but

it	can	be	worth	the	effort	to	visit	one.	Remember,	the	more	attacks	you

experience,	the	greater	your	risk	of	developing	Chronic	Migraine,	so	don’t

wait	to	treat	your	attacks.	Stay	on	top	of	them!	

[9]	verywellhealth.com/common-antiemetics-used-in-migraine-treatment-3573510	

[10]	americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/non-steroidal-anti-inflammatory-

drugs-nsaids-acute-migraine-treatmenthead
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Here	are	some	tips	to	get	you	started

in	the	process.	Also	check	out	"Finding

the	Right	Doctor	to	Treat	Your	Chronic

Migraine"	for	more	details!

1.	Find	a	headache	specialist.	We

suggest	that	you	use	the	following

lists,	or	the	list	on	pages	44-45,	to

find	a	certified	headache	specialist

near	you.	While	you	might	have

been	seeing	your	local	primary	care

physician	to	this	point,	effectively

managing	Chronic	Migraine	can

often	surpass	their	expertise.	Adding

a	headache	specialist	to	your	health

care	team	can	open	new	treatment

opportunities.	

•	American	Migraine	Foundation	

americanmigrainefoundation.org/

find-a-doctortreatment

•	National	Headache	Foundation	

headaches.org/resources/

healthcare-provider-finder

•	Migraine	Research	Foundation

migraineresearchfoundation.org/

resources/find-a-doctor/doctors-	

		certified-in-headache-medicine

2.	Track	your	migraine	attacks.	It

may	take	a	while	to	get	in	for	your

first	appointment.	Use	this	time	to		

https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/find-a-doctortreatment/
https://headaches.org/resources/healthcare-provider-finder/
https://migraineresearchfoundation.org/resources/find-a-doctor/doctors-certified-in-headache-medicine/
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track	your	migraine	attacks	if	you

haven’t	been.	Tracking	simple	items

like	the	date,	pain	rating,	other

symptoms,	medications	taken	and

whether	they	worked,	and	possible

triggers	(e.g.,	food,	weather,

menstruation,	poor	sleep,	etc.)	can	be

very	helpful	at	your	first	appointment.

Some	of	the	available	migraine

tracking	apps	allow	you	to	export

reports	to	take	to	your	appointments.	

•	Apps	for	migraine	tracking	(Note:

Curelator	is	now	called	N1-Headache.)	

migraineagain.com/apps-for-

headaches-and-migraines

•	Migraine	diary	

headaches.org/wp-content/uploads/

2018/08/HEADACHE-DIARY.pdf

•	Trigger	tracker

stanfordhealthcare.org/medical-

conditions/brain-and-nerves/

headache/diagnosis/headache-trigger-

tracker.html

3.	Gather	other	health	information.

There	is	a	good	chance	your	new

headache	specialist	will	send	a	packet

of	new	patient	forms	to	fill	out	in

advance,	but	if	not,	try	to	gather	other

information	like	all	the	medications

you	have	tried	currently	and	in	the	

https://migraineagain.com/apps-for-headaches-and-migraines/
https://headaches.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/HEADACHE-DIARY.pdf
https://stanfordhealthcare.org/medical-conditions/brain-and-nerves/headache/diagnosis/headache-trigger-tracker.html
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past	(and	dosages),	personal	and

family	health	history,	and	any	other

notes	you	can	think	of	that	might	be

helpful	in	regards	to	your	migraine

patterns.	

		Sample	new	patient	forms	from

Thomas	Jefferson	Headache	Center	

		jefferson.edu/content/dam/tju/jmc/

files/neurology/

		Jefferson_Headache_Center_Informa

tion_Form_2-4-14.pdf

4.	Write	down	your	questions.	Do

you	have	a	lot	of	questions?	Prioritize

them	and	keep	them	short.	Chances

are,	you	won’t	have	a	lot	of	time	in

your	appointment.		

We	will	dive	deeper	into	many	of

these	topics	in	future	editions	of	our

magazine.	If	you	have	specific	topics

you	want	to	hear	about,	feel	free	to

reach	out!	

Join	Beth	on	Twitter	at	1pm

EST	on	the	first	Monday	of

each	month	for

#MigraineChat.

#MigraineChat	is	an

opportunity	for	real	Migraine

patients	to	meet	and	discuss

issues	relevant	to	their

everyday	lives.	Find	out	more

about	#MigraineChat	by

visiting	MyChronicBrain.com/

MigraineChat.

Beth	Morton,	PhD	

Beth	lives	in	Vermont	with	her	very	fury	cat	Sophie.	She	was

forced	to	leave	her	blossoming	career	in	education	program

evaluation	in	Boston	when	her	episodic	migraine	turned

chronic.	She	spends	her	days	advocating	for	migraine	research

and	awareness,	baking,	and	listening	to	audio	books.	Find	her

on	Twitter	@beth_morton	or	on	her	blog

thecounterfactualbrain.wordpress.com

https://www.jefferson.edu/content/dam/tju/jmc/files/neurology/Jefferson_Headache_Center_Information_Form_2-4-14.pdf
https://www.jefferson.edu/content/dam/tju/jmc/files/neurology/Jefferson_Headache_Center_Information_Form_2-4-14.pdf
https://www.jefferson.edu/content/dam/tju/jmc/files/neurology/Jefferson_Headache_Center_Information_Form_2-4-14.pdf
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Megan	Klenke,	2016
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we	had	hit	our	insurance	deductible	and

our	max	out-of-pocket	for	the	year	so	all

the	medical	expenses	were	covered,	and

right	after	that	we	got	an	unexpected

check	in	the	mail	reimbursing	us	for

something	from		years	ago	that	would

cover	our	plane	tickets.		I	was

immediately	reluctant	to	go	after	we	got

the	call.	I	had	finally	just	given	myself

permission	to	take	a	break	from	seeing

new	doctors	temporarily	because	I	had

started	having	panic	attacks	not	only

before	appointments,	but	even	at	the

thought	of	making	them.	At	the	time,	I	did

not	know	that	medical	trauma	was

something	that	existed.	I	have	a	degree	in

psychology	from	

Two	years	ago,	I	posted	this

picture	on	Facebook	with

some	hopeful	words.	My

mom	and	I	were	just	about

to	leave	for	the	Mayo	Clinic

in	Florida.	It	seemed	meant

to	be:	we	got	a	call	saying

they	finally	had	time	for	me,

Medical	

Trauma
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I’m	a	person	even	though	I’m	sick!

Being	sick	is	scary!	I’m	still	scared

no	matter	how	long	it’s	been!

Purdue	University	and	was	taught

nothing	about	it.	So	I	felt	“crazy”	and

“dumb”	for	what	I	was	experiencing.

And	when	we	got	that	check	in	the

mail,	it	felt	like	a	sign.	I	made	myself

go.	And	the	10	days	I	spent	at	Mayo

Clinic	were	the	worst	10	days	of	my

life.	

	 It’s	difficult	to	describe	exactly

why	it	was	so	terrible.	I	mean,	sure,	I

spent	each	day	from	around	7am	to

6	or	7pm	there	at	the	hospital,	and

sure,	most	of	that	time	was	spent

either	being	poked	and	prodded	by

doctors	or	having	extremely	painful

testing	done.	But	that	is	not	why	by

the	end	of	the	week	I	was	sobbing

uncontrollably	almost	every	minute

I	was	awake.	I	had	spent	5	years

being	a	professional	sick	person	by

this	point.	Obviously	the	physical

torture	and	humiliation	contributed

a	great	deal	to	my	medical	trauma

(and	yes,	it	is	torture	--	go	have

some	autonomic	testing	done	and	

	then	come	tell	me	medicine	is	not

still	barbaric).	Obviously	I	still	hate

every	minute	of	it.	

But	I	think	the	psychological

torment	is	what	sent	me	over	the

edge,	and	I	think	it	is	summed	up

fairly	well	in	the	one	journal	entry	I

wrote	while	I	was	at	Mayo	Clinic.	It

reads:	“I’M	STILL	A	PERSON.	I	just

wanna	scream	at	everyone.	I’m	a

person	even	though	I’m	sick!	Being

sick	is	scary!	I’m	still	scared	no

matter	how	long	it’s	been!”

The	entry	continues	on	to

mention	how	these	tests	are	things

that	would	scare	any	normal

person,	that	they	would	dread

them,	and	how	I	am	being	very

much	pushed	into	consenting	to

them	without	any	time	to	actually

consider	what	is	happening	or	if	I

can	handle	it.	I	had	so	many	tests

done	while	I	was	there.	So	much

pain.	I	honestly	have	blank	spots	in

my	memory	because	I	just	could	not

deal	with	what	was	happening	and	I	do	not	care--I	do	not	want	to

remember.	But	again,	this	really	is	not	because	of	the	physical	pain.

I	did	not	feel	like	a	person	when	I	was	there.	I	was	not	a	person.	I	was

a	patient,	a	number,	a	chart,	and	I	was	treated	as	such.	

	 Not	only	was	I	put	through	the	gauntlet	with	all	the	testing,	but	the

doctors	were	terrible.	The	epitome	of	egotistical.	That	was	probably	the

most	traumatic	part	honestly.	I	saw	five	or	six	doctors	while	I	was	there,	and

one	was	okay.	But	he	could	not	do	anything	for	me	or	give	me	any	definitive

answers.	Which	is	okay.	But	he	also	did	not	care	much	to	do	anything

further	or	keep	trying	so	I	do	not	consider	him	a	great	doctor.	Definitely	not

the	worst	one	I	saw	there,	though!

	 One	of	the	doctors	spent	the	first	15	minutes	of	my	30	minute

appointment	talking	about	how	great	he	is.	He	graduated	from	blah,	blah,

and	blah	and	they	had	requested	him	specifically	to	be	the	head	of	the

department,	and	on	and	on.	And	after	all	that,	he	had	no	idea	what	was

happening.	It	was	one	of	those,	“Well,	this	could	mean	you	have	this	really

bad	problem,	but	maybe	not,	so	let’s	do	nothing	and	see	what	happens!”

appointments.	He	was	my	last	appointment	there,	and	he	was	telling	me	all

about	how	I	will	get	to	see	all	these	awesome	doctors	during	my	visit	and

they	will	all	meet	up	and	talk	about	me.	Excuse	me,	sir,	but	my	plane	leaves

in	a	few	hours	and	I	am	never,	ever	coming	back	here.

Another	doctor	seemed	to	know	my	body	even	better	than	me!	She

would	ask	if	I	have	a	symptom,	I	would	say	yes,	and	she	would	say	“No	you	
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I’m	a	person	even	though	I’m	sick!

Being	sick	is	scary!	I’m	still	scared

no	matter	how	long	it’s	been!

Purdue	University	and	was	taught

nothing	about	it.	So	I	felt	“crazy”	and

“dumb”	for	what	I	was	experiencing.

And	when	we	got	that	check	in	the

mail,	it	felt	like	a	sign.	I	made	myself

go.	And	the	10	days	I	spent	at	Mayo

Clinic	were	the	worst	10	days	of	my

life.	

	 It’s	difficult	to	describe	exactly

why	it	was	so	terrible.	I	mean,	sure,	I

spent	each	day	from	around	7am	to

6	or	7pm	there	at	the	hospital,	and

sure,	most	of	that	time	was	spent

either	being	poked	and	prodded	by

doctors	or	having	extremely	painful

testing	done.	But	that	is	not	why	by

the	end	of	the	week	I	was	sobbing

uncontrollably	almost	every	minute

I	was	awake.	I	had	spent	5	years

being	a	professional	sick	person	by

this	point.	Obviously	the	physical

torture	and	humiliation	contributed

a	great	deal	to	my	medical	trauma

(and	yes,	it	is	torture	--	go	have

some	autonomic	testing	done	and	

	then	come	tell	me	medicine	is	not

still	barbaric).	Obviously	I	still	hate

every	minute	of	it.	

But	I	think	the	psychological

torment	is	what	sent	me	over	the

edge,	and	I	think	it	is	summed	up

fairly	well	in	the	one	journal	entry	I

wrote	while	I	was	at	Mayo	Clinic.	It

reads:	“I’M	STILL	A	PERSON.	I	just

wanna	scream	at	everyone.	I’m	a

person	even	though	I’m	sick!	Being

sick	is	scary!	I’m	still	scared	no

matter	how	long	it’s	been!”

The	entry	continues	on	to

mention	how	these	tests	are	things

that	would	scare	any	normal

person,	that	they	would	dread

them,	and	how	I	am	being	very

much	pushed	into	consenting	to

them	without	any	time	to	actually

consider	what	is	happening	or	if	I

can	handle	it.	I	had	so	many	tests

done	while	I	was	there.	So	much

pain.	I	honestly	have	blank	spots	in

my	memory	because	I	just	could	not

deal	with	what	was	happening	and	I	do	not	care--I	do	not	want	to

remember.	But	again,	this	really	is	not	because	of	the	physical	pain.

I	did	not	feel	like	a	person	when	I	was	there.	I	was	not	a	person.	I	was

a	patient,	a	number,	a	chart,	and	I	was	treated	as	such.	

	 Not	only	was	I	put	through	the	gauntlet	with	all	the	testing,	but	the

doctors	were	terrible.	The	epitome	of	egotistical.	That	was	probably	the

most	traumatic	part	honestly.	I	saw	five	or	six	doctors	while	I	was	there,	and

one	was	okay.	But	he	could	not	do	anything	for	me	or	give	me	any	definitive

answers.	Which	is	okay.	But	he	also	did	not	care	much	to	do	anything

further	or	keep	trying	so	I	do	not	consider	him	a	great	doctor.	Definitely	not

the	worst	one	I	saw	there,	though!

	 One	of	the	doctors	spent	the	first	15	minutes	of	my	30	minute

appointment	talking	about	how	great	he	is.	He	graduated	from	blah,	blah,

and	blah	and	they	had	requested	him	specifically	to	be	the	head	of	the

department,	and	on	and	on.	And	after	all	that,	he	had	no	idea	what	was

happening.	It	was	one	of	those,	“Well,	this	could	mean	you	have	this	really

bad	problem,	but	maybe	not,	so	let’s	do	nothing	and	see	what	happens!”

appointments.	He	was	my	last	appointment	there,	and	he	was	telling	me	all

about	how	I	will	get	to	see	all	these	awesome	doctors	during	my	visit	and

they	will	all	meet	up	and	talk	about	me.	Excuse	me,	sir,	but	my	plane	leaves

in	a	few	hours	and	I	am	never,	ever	coming	back	here.

Another	doctor	seemed	to	know	my	body	even	better	than	me!	She

would	ask	if	I	have	a	symptom,	I	would	say	yes,	and	she	would	say	“No	you	
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I	did	not

feel	like	a

person

when	I

was	there.

I	was	not

a	person.	I

was	a

patient,	a

number,	a

chart,	and

I	was

treated	as

such.	
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don’t.”	It	was	wild!	I	thought	I	knew

what	was	happening	in	my	own

body,	but	apparently	not!

	 Everyone	else	was	just	terribly

unhelpful,	and	did	not	care	to	try.	I

spent	the	week	hearing	every	single

wrong	thing	you	can	say	to

someone	who	is	sick	and	in	pain,

repeatedly.	“But	you	look	great!,”

“You’re	too	young,”	“Look	on	the

bright	side!”	All	of	it.	Everything	that

had	traumatized	me	over	the	course

of	five	years,	all	the	disbelief,	the

lack	of	care,	the	mere	indifference,	it

was	all	I	experienced	for	those	ten

days.	

Let	me	say	here	that	every

nurse	or	technician	I	encountered

during	my	testing	was	very	kind,	and

I	have	not	unappreciated.	I	always

remember		the	good	people	I	find	in

the	medical	field,	not	just	because

they	are	few	and	far	between,	but

because	I	genuinely	value	their	care

and	help	more	than	I	can	articulate,	

especially	because	of	having	this

medical	trauma.	

And	all	this	trauma	is	not

solely	the	fault	of	Mayo	Clinic.	I	am

not	writing	this	as	a	scathing	review

of	their	egotistical	doctors	(well,	not

intentionally!).	As	I	said,	I	had

already	gotten	to	a	point	that	I

decided	I	could	not	handle	seeing

any	more	doctors	than	I	absolutely

had	to.	But	I	think	this	trip	affected

me	so	much	because	it	was	all	so

condensed.	It	was	like	concentrated

torture!	

It	has	become	difficult	for	me

to	do	anything	in	the	medical	realm.

I	think	it	was	worse	a	few	months

ago,	but	then	again	I	have	not	had

as	many	appointments	recently.	I

have	a	hard	time	going	to	any

appointment,	I	usually	have	a	panic

attack	(or	two	or	three)	before,	even

if	it’s	a	doctor	I	know	and	trust.	I

don’t	like	talking	about	my	health

most	of	the	time,	not	because	I	
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Article	originally	published	as	"Medical	Trauma	&	Mayo	Clinic"	on	warriorgoddessmusings.com,	November	2018.	Republished	with	permission.

I	don’t	want	to	talk	about	it,	I	desperately	need

to,	but	because	it	makes	me	frantic	and	I

panic	again.	

	 The	thing	doctors	forget	is	that	this	is	my

life.	I’m	a	person	and	I	have	my	own	life

outside	of	being	their	patient.	I	understand

that	it’s	got	to	be	incredibly	overwhelming	to

be	a	doctor	or	anyone	in	the	medical	field	for

that	matter,	and	that	it	would	be	hard	to

continue	doing	your	job	if	you	dwell	too	much

on	the	impact	of	the	suffering	each	individual

patient	experiences.	But	the	humanity	of	a

patient	cannot	be	completely	forgotten!	

	 I	think	a	good	way	to	emphasize	this

may	be	to	share	what	the	end	of	that	journal

entry	from	earlier	was	about.	The	last	part	of

the	entry	was	me	worrying	about	my	siblings

not	receiving	Christmas	presents	because	of

me.	We	still	spent	a	great	deal	of	money	on	a

The	thing	doctors

forget	is	that	this	is

my	life.	I'm	a

person	and	I	have

my	own	life	outside

of	being	their

patient.
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hotel	room,	on	rental	car,	on	food.	“What	if

it’s	all	for	nothing?	Again?”	

What’s	just	another	day	at	the	office

for	a	doctor,	just	another	appointment,	is

my	wellbeing,	my	quality	of	life,	my

livelihood.	My	survival	rides	on	those	30

minute	visits.	And	being	chronically	ill

affects	more	than	just	me	--	it	affects	every

aspect	of	my	life	and	every	person	in	my

life.	The	impact	of	the	trauma	I	experience

has	a	blast	radius.	And	I	am	painfully	aware

of	this.	I	just	wish	doctors	were	also,	that

they	acknowledged	it,	so	that	medical

trauma	may	be	minimized	as	much	as	is

possible.	We’re	people,	not	just	patients,

and	should	be	treated	as	such.

Megan	Klenke	is	a	health	blogger	with	a	degree	in

Psychology	from	Purdue	University.		She	has	Ehlers-

Danlos	Syndrome	(EDS),	Postural	Orthostatic

Tachycardia	Syndrome	(POTS),	Fibromyalgia,	Celiac

disease,	and	Occipital	Neuralgia.	She	loves	ballet

and	has	a	pet	tortoise,	Joseph!	

Follow	her	journey	on	Twitter	(@sickestwarrior),

Instagram	and	Facebook

(@warriorgoddessmusings)	and	on	her	blog:

warriorgoddessmusings.com
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My	Chronic	Migraine	Story
By	Rachel	Lance

Interview	by	Melanie	Styles

Rachel	Lance	is	a	36-year-old	woman

with	migraine	in	the	US.	She	finished	her

high	school	classwork	early	so	she	took

Emergency	Medical	Technician	(EMT)

classes.	Because	of	her	advanced

studies,	she	was	able	to	finish	her

associate’s	degree	in	Emergency

Medicine	and	passed	the	exam	to	be	an

EMT	and	a	medic.	Rachel	is	a

spectacular	person	and	friend	who	is

very	active	and	supportive	in	the	chronic

illness	community	on	Twitter.		-Melanie

What	is	your	earliest	memory	of

having	migraine?	

I	first	started	to	[realize	I	had]

migraine	when	I	was	in	middle

school.	I	just	remember	having	my

head	hurt	so	bad[ly]	I	couldn’t	do

anything.	

When	were	you	diagnosed	with

migraine?	

I	was	diagnosed	with	migraine

when	I	was	16.	

What	types	of	migraine	were

you	diagnosed	with?	

Occipital	and	hemiplegic	migraine	

How	has	migraine	affected	work

and/or	school?	

Because	of	hemiplegic	migraines,	I

no	longer	can	work.	I	didn’t	have

hemiplegic	migraines	till	later	in

life.	I	was	32	when	I	was	diagnosed

with	them.
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How	has	migraine	affected	your

relationships?	

It’s	hard	because	I	have	chronic

migraines	so	I	don’t	get	out	much

which	effects	so	much	of

relationships	with	friends	and

significant	others.	Thankfully	most

of	the	people	in	my	life	have	been

understanding	of	the	migraines	and

that	I	can’t	get	out	when	I	have	one.

I	have	lost	friends	who	just	didn’t

get	it	and	that	has	been	painful.	

Do	you	feel	your	loved	ones	care

about	how	migraine	affects	you?

Some	of	them	do	others	don’t	care.

They	get	sick	of	hearing	about	them

that	they	tune	out	anything	[that

has]	to	do	with	them.	

How	has	migraine	affected	your

activities	you	do	for	fun?	

My	idea	of	fun	has	changed	big	time

because	of	my	chronic	migraines.

Watching	Netflix	and	talking	to

fellow	spoonies*	on	Twitter	or	my

friends	on	messenger	on	semi	good

days	is	my	idea	of	fun.	I	rarely	go

out	to	a	concert	or	dinner	with	
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Do	you	have	hope	for	relief	for

you?	A	cure?	Or	do	you	think

migraines	are	forever?	

I	hope	for	a	cure	one	day.	But	with

having	a	rare	form	of	migraine	I

have	pessimistic	view	of	[…]a	cure

because	nothing	has	worked	for	my

migraines	yet.	

What	hope	do	you	have	for	future

treatment	or	the	current

treatment	you’re	trying?	

I	hope	that	maybe	the	new	drugs

that	were	just	approved	might	help	

What	hope	do	you	have	for	future

treatment	or	the	current

treatment	you’re	trying?	

I	hope	that	maybe	the	new	drugs

that	were	just	approved	might	help

my	migraines	I	will	get	a	chance	to

try	them	maybe	soon	when	I	seen

my	neurologist.		

What	things	you	do	to	maintain

hope?	Activities?	Belief	system?

Things	you	look	forward	to?	

I	talk	to	spoonies*	on	Twitter.	I	talk	

friends.	My	best	friend	and	I	try	to

go	out	once	a	week	if	I’m	feeling

good.	

Have	you	found	new	activities

due	to	migraine?	

Yes.	Netflix	and	snuggling	with	my

cat	is	a	huge	activity	I	do	a	lot

because	of	my	migraines.	I	do	go

out	for	coffee	with	my	best	friend.

Other	then	that	I	don’t	go	out	much

because	I	usually	have	a	migraine.	

What	was	your	diagnosis	journey

like?	

My	journey	started	when	I	was

young.	It	took	years	of	being	told	it

was	just	allergies	or	sinus

headaches	before	I	was	officially

diagnosed	with	migraines	at	the	age

of	16.	I	was	diagnosed	with	occipital

and	aura	migraines	then.	Then	out

of	the	blue	I	had	stroke	like

symptoms	when	I	was	30	and	had	a

droopy	face	and	loss	of	feeling	in

my	left	side	leg	and	arm.	It	took	two

years	before	I	was	diagnosed	with

hemiplegic	migraines.	

Who	Said	It's	Easy	-	

Migraine	Warrior

100%	Preshrunk	cotton

achysmile.shop/

collections/migraine-warrior

to	my	best	friends	when	I’m	down.	I	do	self-care	when	I’m	down.	

What	message	can	you	send	new	people	with	migraine?	

I	know	the	road	seems	rough	and	there	will	be	some	very	bad	days.	But

there	will	be	very	good	[ones]	as	well.	Have	a	neurologist	that	believes	in	you

and	listens	to	you.	That	is	willing	to	try	whatever	treatment	there	is	out	there

to	help	you.	Twitter	is	a	great	place	to	find	support	and	migraine	buddy	is	a

great	app	for	keep	track	of	migraines	which	can	help	your	neurologist.

*A	Note	from	the	Editors:	A	"spoonie"	is	a	term	used	by	many	with	chronic	illness

to	describe	themselves.	It	is	based	on	"Spoon	Theory",	a	short	essay	by	Christine

Miserandio.	
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Do	you	have	hope	for	relief	for

you?	A	cure?	Or	do	you	think

migraines	are	forever?	

I	hope	for	a	cure	one	day.	But	with

having	a	rare	form	of	migraine	I

have	pessimistic	view	of	[…]a	cure

because	nothing	has	worked	for	my

migraines	yet.	

What	hope	do	you	have	for	future

treatment	or	the	current

treatment	you’re	trying?	

I	hope	that	maybe	the	new	drugs

that	were	just	approved	might	help	

What	hope	do	you	have	for	future

treatment	or	the	current

treatment	you’re	trying?	

I	hope	that	maybe	the	new	drugs

that	were	just	approved	might	help

my	migraines	I	will	get	a	chance	to

try	them	maybe	soon	when	I	seen

my	neurologist.		

What	things	you	do	to	maintain

hope?	Activities?	Belief	system?

Things	you	look	forward	to?	

I	talk	to	spoonies*	on	Twitter.	I	talk	

friends.	My	best	friend	and	I	try	to

go	out	once	a	week	if	I’m	feeling

good.	

Have	you	found	new	activities

due	to	migraine?	

Yes.	Netflix	and	snuggling	with	my

cat	is	a	huge	activity	I	do	a	lot

because	of	my	migraines.	I	do	go

out	for	coffee	with	my	best	friend.

Other	then	that	I	don’t	go	out	much

because	I	usually	have	a	migraine.	

What	was	your	diagnosis	journey

like?	

My	journey	started	when	I	was

young.	It	took	years	of	being	told	it

was	just	allergies	or	sinus

headaches	before	I	was	officially

diagnosed	with	migraines	at	the	age

of	16.	I	was	diagnosed	with	occipital

and	aura	migraines	then.	Then	out

of	the	blue	I	had	stroke	like

symptoms	when	I	was	30	and	had	a

droopy	face	and	loss	of	feeling	in

my	left	side	leg	and	arm.	It	took	two

years	before	I	was	diagnosed	with

hemiplegic	migraines.	

Who	Said	It's	Easy	-	

Migraine	Warrior

100%	Preshrunk	cotton

achysmile.shop/

collections/migraine-warrior

to	my	best	friends	when	I’m	down.	I	do	self-care	when	I’m	down.	

What	message	can	you	send	new	people	with	migraine?	

I	know	the	road	seems	rough	and	there	will	be	some	very	bad	days.	But

there	will	be	very	good	[ones]	as	well.	Have	a	neurologist	that	believes	in	you

and	listens	to	you.	That	is	willing	to	try	whatever	treatment	there	is	out	there

to	help	you.	Twitter	is	a	great	place	to	find	support	and	migraine	buddy	is	a

great	app	for	keep	track	of	migraines	which	can	help	your	neurologist.

*A	Note	from	the	Editors:	A	"spoonie"	is	a	term	used	by	many	with	chronic	illness

to	describe	themselves.	It	is	based	on	"Spoon	Theory",	a	short	essay	by	Christine

Miserandio.	
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ON	TRACKING	SYMPTOMS	&

MEDICATION

"I	have	been	tracking	in	google	docs

from	my	phone	ever	since	this

started	6	months	ago,	no	one	has

ever	asked	me	for	it	but	for	me	it's	a

great	way	to	see	how	far	I've	come"

DizzyMomma

Twitter:	@dizzymomma1

"I	kept	a	paper	journal	for	years	after

I	was	finally	diagnosed.	It	helped	me

identify	my	triggers.	Now	I	use

@MigraineBuddy	to	keep	track	of

everything.		It's	great."

Kristin

Twitter:	@Kristin07701624

Real	patients.	Real	thoughts.	No	BS.

Voices	from	the	WildVoices	from	the	Wild

ON	HEADACHE	SPECIALIST	VISITS

"Keep	track	of	attacks	and	get	to

know	your	family	history	of

#headache.	Also	find	the	words	to

describe	your	symptoms.	What	is	it

you	feel?"

Bridget	Walker

Twitter:	@bwalker1314

https://twitter.com/MigraineBuddy
https://twitter.com/hashtag/headache?src=hash
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ON	WHAT	WE	WISH	PEOPLE	KNEW

ABOUT	CHRONIC	MIGRAINE

"Expect	the	worst	but	hope	for	the

best.	Some	HAS	have	a	horrible

bedside	manner.	They	might	not	be

nice."

Sarina	Hoskins

Twitter:	@sarinahoskins

"They	don’t	realize	how	debilitating

they	truly	are.	When	I	have	a

migraine,	my	world	stops"

Lyndsey

@LlyndseyBelle	

"Kids	get	migraines	too!!"

Emily	Waldman

@elxtric_emily

"Keep	a	list	of	everything	you	have

tried,	including	dosages	of

medications,	and	bring	it	to	your

first	appointment.

Krista	Furgerson

Twitter:	@migrainekrista

"I've	got	a	spreadsheet	of	every	med

and	treatment	I've	tried,	when,	and

what	the	results	were.	That's	in	my

records	as	well,	but	a	neuro	asked

me	to	pull	it	together	for	ease	of

reference	a	while	back,	and	it's

useful	to	be	able	to	hand	new

doctors."

Rebecca
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Start	Your	Year	Off	Right

By	Giving	a	Migraine

Diet	a	Try

As	we	begin	the	new	year,	it's	the	perfect	time	to	focus	on	health	and	gaining

control	of	your	Migraine	disorder.	One	way	to	do	this	is	by	giving	a	Migraine

Diet	a	try.	Although	food	triggers	do	not	affect	everyone,	many	find	that	after

a	few	months	of	following	an	elimination	diet,	they	can	pinpoint	certain	foods

that	elevate	symptoms.	My	personal	food	triggers	are	yogurt,	walnuts,	and

caffeine	-	foods	that	I	used	to	eat	everyday	before	and	shortly	after	my

Chronic	Migraine	disorder	began.

The	very	heart	of	a	Migraine	Diet	is	about	eating	fresh,	whole	foods.

You	want	to	stay	away	from	packaged	items	as	much	as	possible,	which	can

contain	hidden	MSG,	sulfites,	nitrates,	and	high	tyramine.	Tyramine	is	a

substance	found	in	aged	cheeses	and	cured	meats,	which	are	some	of	the

most	commonly	known	migraine	triggers.	If	you	must	buy	packaged,	it's

better	to	choose	items	with	the	fewest	amount	of	ingredients.	By	following	a
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migraine	diet	(such	as	Heal	Your	Headache	or	Johns	Hopkins	Migraine

Diet),	you	can	reduce	the	triggers	that	you	have	control	over	so	you're

better	prepared	to	handle	the	ones	that	you	can't	-	such	as	stress,

hormones,	and	weather.

Eliminating	dietary	migraine	triggers	doesn't	mean	you	have	to	eat	boring

food	or	that	you	have	to	prepare	complicated	meals	each	night.	It's	all

about	getting	creative	with	your	meal	planning.	Here	are	two	recipes	from

The	Dizzy	Cook	to	get	you	kicked	off	for	the	new	year.	Both	are	head

friendly	and	easy	to	make.
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This	recipe	has	it	all!	It's	simple	with	minimal	ingredients	and	you	can

make	it	in	about	30	minutes	total.	Nut	free	and	allergy	friendly,	your	family

will	love	this	one.	Serve	with	a	simple	salad	and	mashed	cauliflower,

potatoes,	or	parsnips.

Serves:	2	people

Author:	The	Dizzy	Cook

Total	Time:	30	Minutes

Ingredients

1	pound	salmon	filet(s)

1	small	garlic	clove,	peeled	and	minced

1/3	cup	pepitas	(shelled	pumpkin	seeds)

1.5	tbsp	dijon	mustard	(I	like	Annie's

Naturals)

1/8	tsp	ground	sumac

1/4	tsp	kosher	salt	and	black	pepper

Instructions

Preheat	oven	to	400	degrees	and	bring	out	your	salmon	filets.	Pat	them	dry	on

each	side	with	a	paper	towel	and	place	them	on	a	baking	sheet	(I	use

parchment	paper	underneath	for	easy	clean	up).	In	a	small	pan,	add	pepitas	in

a	single	layer.	Toast	over	medium	heat	until	lightly	browned,	about	1-2

minutes.	Remove	from	heat	and	roughly	chop.

Add	chopped	pepitas	with	minced	garlic	and	sumac.	Sir	to	combine.	Sprinkle

your	salmon	with	salt	and	pepper	and	then	slather	your	dijon	mustard	on	top

of	each	filet.	Gently	press	your	pepita	mixture	on	top	of	each	salmon.	The

dijon	should	hold	most	of	the	topping.

Bake	for	15-20	minutes	at	400	degrees,	depending	on	the	size	of	your	salmon

filet.	Mine	was	about	1-1/2"	and	took	20	minutes	for	medium.	Serve

immediately.	

Pepita	Crusted	Salmon
Easy	Dinner	|	Gluten	Free	|	Dairy	Free
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This	recipe	has	it	all!	It's	simple	with	minimal	ingredients	and	you	can

make	it	in	about	30	minutes	total.	Nut	free	and	allergy	friendly,	your	family

will	love	this	one.	Serve	with	a	simple	salad	and	mashed	cauliflower,

potatoes,	or	parsnips.

Serves:	2	people

Author:	The	Dizzy	Cook

Total	Time:	30	Minutes

Ingredients

1	pound	salmon	filet(s)

1	small	garlic	clove,	peeled	and	minced

1/3	cup	pepitas	(shelled	pumpkin	seeds)

1.5	tbsp	dijon	mustard	(I	like	Annie's

Naturals)

1/8	tsp	ground	sumac

1/4	tsp	kosher	salt	and	black	pepper

Instructions

Preheat	oven	to	400	degrees	and	bring	out	your	salmon	filets.	Pat	them	dry	on

each	side	with	a	paper	towel	and	place	them	on	a	baking	sheet	(I	use

parchment	paper	underneath	for	easy	clean	up).	In	a	small	pan,	add	pepitas	in

a	single	layer.	Toast	over	medium	heat	until	lightly	browned,	about	1-2

minutes.	Remove	from	heat	and	roughly	chop.

Add	chopped	pepitas	with	minced	garlic	and	sumac.	Sir	to	combine.	Sprinkle

your	salmon	with	salt	and	pepper	and	then	slather	your	dijon	mustard	on	top

of	each	filet.	Gently	press	your	pepita	mixture	on	top	of	each	salmon.	The

dijon	should	hold	most	of	the	topping.

Bake	for	15-20	minutes	at	400	degrees,	depending	on	the	size	of	your	salmon

filet.	Mine	was	about	1-1/2"	and	took	20	minutes	for	medium.	Serve

immediately.	

Pepita	Crusted	Salmon
Easy	Dinner	|	Gluten	Free	|	Dairy	Free
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If	Chinese	take	out	is	always	causing	you	pain	the	next	day,	try	this

delicious	soy	free	alternative.	Also	a	great	recipe	to	make	vegetarian	by

adding	quinoa	or	rice	as	a	substitute	for	chicken!

Author:	The	Dizzy	Cook

Total	Time:	30	Minutes

Ingredients

Spicy	Sesame	Sauce

1/2	cup	coconut	aminos	(can	find	at	most	health	food	stores)

3	tbsp	tahini

1	tsp	distilled	white	vinegar

1	tsp	toasted	sesame	oil

2	cloves	garlic,	minced

1.5	tsp	mustard

1	tsp	peels	and	grated	fresh	ginger

kosher	salt	to	taste

Stir	Fry

2	tbsp	ghee	or	2	tbsp	oil	that	can	tolerate	a	high	heat	like	canola

2	lbs	boneless,	skinless	chicen	thighs,	trimmed	of	fat	and	cut	into	1"	pieces

2	zucchini,	washed	and	chopped	into	1/2"	pieces

2-3	carrots	chopped	(I	use	pre-chopped	ones	from	Trader	Joe's	cuase	I'm	lazy

like	that)

1/2	red	pepper,	chopped	into	1/2"	pieces

4	oz	mushrooms	(if	you	can	tolerate	them)

2	green	onions,	trimmed	at	the	ends	and	chopped

Chicken	and	Vegetable	Stir	Fry
Easy	Dinner	|	Gluten	Free	|	Soy	Free
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If	Chinese	take	out	is	always	causing	you	pain	the	next	day,	try	this

delicious	soy	free	alternative.	Also	a	great	recipe	to	make	vegetarian	by

adding	quinoa	or	rice	as	a	substitute	for	chicken!

Author:	The	Dizzy	Cook

Total	Time:	30	Minutes

Ingredients

Spicy	Sesame	Sauce

1/2	cup	coconut	aminos	(can	find	at	most	health	food	stores)

3	tbsp	tahini

1	tsp	distilled	white	vinegar

1	tsp	toasted	sesame	oil

2	cloves	garlic,	minced

1.5	tsp	mustard

1	tsp	peels	and	grated	fresh	ginger

kosher	salt	to	taste

Stir	Fry

2	tbsp	ghee	or	2	tbsp	oil	that	can	tolerate	a	high	heat	like	canola

2	lbs	boneless,	skinless	chicen	thighs,	trimmed	of	fat	and	cut	into	1"	pieces

2	zucchini,	washed	and	chopped	into	1/2"	pieces

2-3	carrots	chopped	(I	use	pre-chopped	ones	from	Trader	Joe's	cuase	I'm	lazy

like	that)

1/2	red	pepper,	chopped	into	1/2"	pieces

4	oz	mushrooms	(if	you	can	tolerate	them)

2	green	onions,	trimmed	at	the	ends	and	chopped

Chicken	and	Vegetable	Stir	Fry
Easy	Dinner	|	Gluten	Free	|	Soy	Free
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Instructions

Add	all	the	sauce	ingredients	to	a	food	processor	and	blend

until	combined.	Taste	and	see	if	you	need	to	add	salt.

Coconut	aminos	are	a	little	sweet,	so	I	find	a	bit	of	extra	salt

helps	to	balance	it.	Set	aside.

Add	ghee	(or	butter/oil	combo)	to	a	skillet	or	wok	on	high

heat.	Add	chicken	and	sear	on	first	side	for	about	3

minutes,	getting	a	nice	caramelization.	Toss	and	cook

another	3-4	minutes	until	cooked	through.	Transfer	cooked

chicken	to	a	plate.	

Add	a	little	more	ghee	or	butter/oil	to	the	same	skillet	or

wok.	Add	all	the	veggies	except	for	the	green	onion	and

toss.	These	should	take	about	3-4	minutes	to	cook.	You	still

want	them	a	little	crisp.

Add	the	chicken	back	to	the	skillet	and	toss	everything

together	with	about	2	tbsp	of	the	sauce.	Serve	and	top	with

green	onions	and	a	drizzle	of	the	remaining	sauce.	

Alicia	Wolf,	The	Dizzy	Cook

Alicia	is	a	Vestibular	Migraine	patient

on	a	mission	to	offer	positivity,	hope,

and	encouragement	to	other	migraine

suffers.	She	develops	delicious

migraine-friendly	recipes	that	are	easy

to	make,	and	shares	her	work	and

experiences	online	at

TheDizzyCook.com,	Migraine	Again,	and

as	an	Ambassador	for	the	Vestibular

Disorder	Association.
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building	a	resource	guide	for	you,

the	migraine	patient,	I	thought	I

would	begin	with	the	rankings	in	US

News	and	World	Report.	I

immediately	turned	to	the	internet’s

version	of	a	house	call:	Dr.	Google.

That’s	when	things	took	a	turn.	

There	is	no	section	dedicated

to	migraine	specialists.

According	to	migraine.com,	in

the	U.S.,	more	than	38	million

people	suffer	from	migraines	and

more	than	2-3	million	are	

Wouldn't	it	be	great	is	there	were

migraine	specialists	everywhere?

Unfortunately	that’s	not

always	the	case,	so	here	are	some

ideas	on	how	to	find	the	right

doctors,	or	combination	of	doctors,

to	treat	you	and	your	unique

migraine	profile.

I	consider	myself	a	pretty	good

problem	solver,	as	long	as	it’s

someone	else’s	problem.	A	little	bit

of	an	amateur	web-sleuth	if	you	will.

So	when	I	sat	down	to	begin	

Finding	the	Right	Doctor	to

Treat	Your	Chronic	Migraine
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considered	chronic.	Are

neurologists	the	right	doctors?	Is

seeing	a	neurologist	on	its	own

enough?

I	thought	about	my	own

situation	and	the	litany	of	doctors	I

have	seen;	where	I	have	landed,	and

how	unique	of	an	medical	issue

migraine	is.	And	how

misunderstood	it	is.	

Migraine	is	a	disease	that

affects	the	brain	so	it	seemed	logical

to	see	a	doctor	that	specialized	in

that	area.	So	I	began	my	migraine

journey	by	seeing	a	neurologist,	but

that	was	not	enough.	So	I	am

delving	into	some	resources	to	get

you	started	with	the	right	kind	of

migraine	doctor	for	you.

Are	Neurologists	the	right

doctors?	Is	seeing	a	neurologist	on

its	own,	enough?	

DOCTORS	TO	TREAT	YOUR	CHRONIC

MIGRAINE

It	is	important	to	find	a	doctor	that

you	can	trust;one	that	you	can	get	a

hold	of	if	there	is	an	emergency	and

who	lays	out	a	treatment

philosophy	you	can	agree	upon.

Please	note:	depending	on	your

type	of	migraine	(ie,	hemiplegic,

ocular,	vestibular)	and	possible

contributing	conditions,	it	is

possible	you	may	want	to	consider

adding	additional	types	of	medical

professionals	to	your	team.	ENTs,

Primary	Care	Physicians,	and

chiropractors	are	just	some	of	the

doctors	migraine	patients	rely	on.

So	here	is	a	listing	of	doctors	that

are	board	certified	in	headache

medicine.	[1]	This	gives	you	a	good

place	to	start.

[1]	Data	from	United	Council	for	Neurological

Subspecialisties,	UCNS	Diplomates	Certified

in	Headache	Medicine

Whether	this	is

your	first	foray

into	looking	for

a	doctor	or

you’ve	been

down	this	road

many	times,

remember	that

your	health	is

important	and

so	are	you.

Speak	up	and

and	make	sure

you	are	heard.	

https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications/
https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications/
https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications/
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considered	chronic.	Are

neurologists	the	right	doctors?	Is

seeing	a	neurologist	on	its	own

enough?

I	thought	about	my	own

situation	and	the	litany	of	doctors	I

have	seen;	where	I	have	landed,	and

how	unique	of	an	medical	issue

migraine	is.	And	how

misunderstood	it	is.	
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that	area.	So	I	began	my	migraine

journey	by	seeing	a	neurologist,	but

that	was	not	enough.	So	I	am

delving	into	some	resources	to	get

you	started	with	the	right	kind	of
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Are	Neurologists	the	right
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you	can	trust;one	that	you	can	get	a

hold	of	if	there	is	an	emergency	and

who	lays	out	a	treatment

philosophy	you	can	agree	upon.

Please	note:	depending	on	your

type	of	migraine	(ie,	hemiplegic,

ocular,	vestibular)	and	possible

contributing	conditions,	it	is

possible	you	may	want	to	consider

adding	additional	types	of	medical

professionals	to	your	team.	ENTs,

Primary	Care	Physicians,	and

chiropractors	are	just	some	of	the

doctors	migraine	patients	rely	on.

So	here	is	a	listing	of	doctors	that

are	board	certified	in	headache

medicine.	[1]	This	gives	you	a	good

place	to	start.

[1]	Data	from	United	Council	for	Neurological

Subspecialisties,	UCNS	Diplomates	Certified

in	Headache	Medicine

Whether	this	is
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you’ve	been

down	this	road

many	times,
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your	health	is
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and	make	sure

you	are	heard.	

https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications/
https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications/
https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/understanding-migraine/migraine-medications/
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ARIZONA	

Phoenix

Dr.	David	Dodick

Dr.	Rashmi	Halker	Singh

Dr.	Eric	Hastriter

Scottsdale

Dr.	Jose	De	Ocampo

Dr.	Nida	Laurin

Dr.	Juliana	VanderPluym

CALIFORNIA

La	Jolla

Dr.	Sumati	Rawat

Los	Angeles

Dr.	Ronald	Andiman

Dr.	Charles	Flippen	II

Dr.	Lauren	Green

Palo	Alto

Dr.	Meredith	Barad

Dr.	Robert	Cowan

Dr.	Addie	Peretz

San	Diego

Dr.	Alan	Bonakdar

Dr.	Emily	Engel

Dr.	Imanuel	Lerman

Studio	City

Dr.	Jeanette	Starga

Florida

Jacksonville

Dr.	Erin	Doty

Panama	City

Dr.	Hoda	Elzawahry

Dr.	Mohamed	Elzawahry

Dr.	Achraf	Makki

Tampa

Dr.	Kavita	Kalidas

Dr.	Georgia	Laliotis

Dr.	Lelise	Masood

HAWAII

Honolulu

Dr.	Maria	DeCastro

Dr.	Leah	Ridge

ILLINOIS	

Chicago

Dr.	Andrea	De	Leo

Dr.	Irene	Semenov

Evanston

Dr.	Stuart	Bergman-Rock

LOUISIANA

New	Orleans

Dr.	Maike	Blaya

Dr.	Carol	Redillas

Dr.	Amy	Voigt

MASSACHUSETTS	

Boston

Dr.	Elizabeth	Loder

Dr.	Paul	Rizzoli

Dr.	Huma	Sheikh

MAINE

Portland

Dr.	John	Boothby

York

Dr.	Anthony	Knox

NEBRASKA

Omaha

Dr.	Karen	Bremer

Dr.	Angie	Rakes

A	Note	from	the	Editors:	Please	note,	due	to	length,	this	list	is	incomplete!	You	can	find		a

growing	list	of	doctors	(and	their	contact	information)	at	MyChronicBrain.com.
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NEW	MEXICO

Albuquerque

Dr.	WeiWei	Dai

NEW	YORK

New	York

Dr.	Sait	Ashina

Dr.	Joshua	Cohen

Dr.	Mark	Green

Buffalo

Dr.	M.	Reza	Samie

NORTH	CAROLINA

Chapel	Hill

Dr.	Heather	Adkins

Dr.	Kevin	Kahn

Charlotte

Dr.	Charles	Gordon

OHIO	

Cincinnati

Dr.	Zhijun	Guo

Dr.	Marielle	Kabbouche

Dr.	Joseph	Nicolas

Cleveland

Dr.	Cynthia	Bamford

Dr.	Emad	Estemalik

Dr.	Jennifer	Kriegler

OREGON

Portland

Dr.	Hubert	Loenard

PENNSYLVANIA	

Philadelphia

Dr.	Madhavi	Gupta

Dr.	Stephen	Silberstein

Dr.	William	Young

Pittsburg

Dr.	Kathy	Gardner

Dr.	Robert	Kaniecki

Dr.	Laurie	Knepper

TEXAS

Dallas

Dr.	Deborah	Friedman

Dr.	Steven	Herzog

Dr.	Chaouki	Khoury

Houston

Dr.	Pamela	Blake

Dr.	Randolp	Evans

Dr.	Irene	Payniyot

San	Antonio

Dr.	Aven	Ford

Dr.	Ellen	Van	Delden

WASHINGTON

Anacortes

Dr.	James	Moren

Jenn	Heater

A	government	affairs	professional	who

is	currently	learning	to	focus	on	her

health,	Jenn	is	a	former	half-marathon

walker	with	an	adorable	Yorkie,	Gracie.

She	spends	her	time	advocating	for

change,	encouraging	other	chronic

illness	sufferers,	and	crafting!	Find	her

online	at	medicallyodd.com	or	with	her

social	media	handle	@Medical_Oddity!
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The	Chronic	Advocate:

Getting	Started	in

Legislative	Advocacy

Getting	involved	in	legislative

advocacy	can	be	quite

overwhelming,	after	all,	there	are

thousands	of	bills	introduced	at

the	federal	level	ever	year.	That

number	goes	up	substantially	if

you	include	legislation	that	is

introduced	at	the	state	level.	So	it

can	be	nearly	impossible	for	an

individual	to	track	all	of	that

information	alone.	Enter	the

legislative	advocacy	group.

Legislative	Advocacy	groups	are

comprised	of	staff	or	volunteers

that	track	federal	and	state

legislation	that	may	affect	you	as

migraine	patient.	Examples	of	this

can	be	as	general	as	medication

pricing	or	as	specific	as	keeping

the	public	informed	on	the	federal

approval	process	for	new

migraine	treatments.	Joining	a

legislative	advocacy	group	is	a	

great	way	to	get	started	with

legislative	outreach	as	they	often

organize	meetings	with	elected

officials,	petitions,	and	outreach

campaigns.	We	have	chosen	a	few

organizations	that	are	doing	great

things	on	the	advocacy	front.	Take

a	look!

THE	50	STATE	NETWORK	

50statenetwork.org/all-issues/

migraine

The	50	State	Network	is	not	a

migraine	specific	group,	instead	it

is	comprised	of	anyone	with

chronic	illness	and	is	designed	as

a	collective	to	help	amplify	voices

that	would	otherwise	get	lost	in

the	intricate	systems	used	in

Washington	DC	and	state	capitols

around	the	country	to	pass	a	bill

into	a	law.	While	migraine	is	not

the	focus,	50	State	does	do	a	lot	

of	work	on	migraine	related	issues	and	always	tracks	issues	important	to	the

community.

THE	HEADACHE	AND	MIGRAINE	POLICY	FORUM

headachemigraineforum.org

The	mission	of	the	Headache	and	Migraine	Policy	Forum	is	to	advance	public

policies	and	practices	that	promote	accelerated	innovation	and	improved

treatments	for	headache	and	migraine	sufferers.	The	forum	is	comprised	of

different	stakeholder	groups	and	they	also	provide	a	resources	section,

events	page	and	advocacy	tools.	

https://www.50statenetwork.org/
https://www.headachemigraineforum.org/
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COALITION	FOR	HEADACHE	AND	MIGRAINE	PATIENTS	

headachemigraine.org

The	Coalition	for	Headache	and	Migraine	Patients	(CHAMP)	is	a	relative

newcomer	to	the	field,	and	CHAMP	brings	lots	of	resources	including	events,

advocacy	opportunities	and	multiple	ways	to	interact	with	the	migraine

community.

THE	ALLIANCE	FOR	HEADACHE	DISORDERS	ADVOCACY

allianceforheadacheadvocacy.org

The	Alliance	for	Headache	Disorders	Advocacy	(AHDA)	is	comprised	of	multiple

well	know	migraine	and	headache	advocacy,	education	and	support	groups

and	they	put	on	numerous	events	each	year	including	Headache	on	the	Hill

which	connects	migraine	sufferers	with	their	representatives	and	Capitol	Hill

staffers,	to	put	a	human	face	on	the	reality	of	migraine.	The	ADHA	is	also	a

great	resource	for	finding	out	which	bills	before	congress	may	affect	you	as	a

migraine	patient.

Jenn	Heater

A	government	affairs	professional	who	is

currently	learning	to	focus	on	her	health,	Jenn	is

a	former	half-marathon	walker	with	an	adorable

Yorkie,	Gracie.	She	spends	her	time	advocating

for	change,	encouraging	other	chronic	illness

sufferers,	and	crafting!	Find	her	online	at

medicallyodd.com	or	with	her	social	media

handle	@Medical_Oddity!

https://headachemigraine.org/
http://allianceforheadacheadvocacy.org/
http://allianceforheadacheadvocacy.org/
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